annual review

2010 - 2011
lead … influence … change

The Centre for Equality & Diversity (CfED) is an organisation that supports the
black and minority ethnic community in the Black Country. Established in 2006,
it is a registered charity and company limited by guarantee. Membership of
CfED is open to sectors of the community.
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Chair’s report

T

the idea that there are community problems in the
Town.

his year it is a special honour to present the
Annual Review of the Centre for Equality and
Diversity. As usual, our Review outlines the
wide scope of our work and gives an account of
another successful year, despite the impact of
funding cuts. In that respect, the Review reflects the
work of the organisation, but it falls to me to draw
attention and to praise the work that goes on to keep
CfED operating at all in these difficult times for
charities.

However, it continues to be important to have an
equality body, like ours, operating in the West
Midlands, encouraging public and private
organisations to take seriously their responsibility to
promote harmonious relationships between
communities. Officers of CfED continue telling
organisations that local community groups feel
disenfranchised from the decision-making processes.
This is leading to a dangerous trend amongst key
sectors of our society where people are disengaging
from mainstream debate about the actions that
influence their lives and allocate resources. As a
consequence, local authority departments are often
unaware of important issues, not because they lack
commitment, but because they are lacking contacts
to tell them about feelings and emotions at street
level.

Firstly, however, we need to recognise that 2010/11
has been a fortunate year. The impact of economic
restrictions has not yet had anything like the negative
effects that I feared when I wrote my last Annual
Report. This does not mean that things are getting
better, but it does demonstrate the strength of social
cohesion in the Borough and the robust state of the
various platforms for discussion that exist.
The Borough has not seen a return of the English
Defence League (EDL), despite its threats to
demonstrate again and this represents a victory for
common sense and is at least partly due to the great
restraint shown by Dudley townsfolk and
communities during previous visits and related
provocation. Sadly, of course, the Borough of Dudley
will be associated with EDL demonstrations for a
while to come and we all need to work on dispelling

At the time of writing, we still have no clear idea
about how the Big Society will fit into this vision, or
how it may promote responses to our local needs.
Indeed, the concept of the Big Society seems under
threat. There will be a big challenge in matching Big
Society initiatives with needs identified by CfED in
our Region.
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only survives because our staff have been flexible
over their hours and have been prepared to make
sacrifices to sustain the organisation. This cannot
continue. CfED needs to find sources of long-term
funding in order to continue its operations and to
fulfil its commitments to its staff and their career
needs.
Martyn Copus
Chair

Perhaps the biggest success we have achieved this
year is our own survival. Once again, thanks to
the work of our Chief Executive and his staff we
are able to operate next year, promoting the
concerns of our communities and championing
the needs of various minority groups. However,
this has come at a cost. CfED has had to restrict
the hours of its staff and explore other cost
cutting measures. As Chair, I am aware that CfED
4

Trustee’s report

Organisation

Achievements and Performance during the year

The Charity is governed by a Board of Directors who
are also Trustees for charity purposes. Incorporated
in March 2006, we are now entering our 6th year of
operation.

Major achievements and performance against our
strategic priorities during the year are summarised
later in this report. In reviewing the charity’s
performance during the year, trustees have had
regard to the guidance on public benefit issued by
the Charity Commission.

Directors have continued to show and demonstrate
much commitment to the organisation and its
activities and the chair has carried out his role
diligently.

(a) Refugee Integration & Employment Service
CfED’s role in the RIES was providing a mentoring
service to refugees across the West Midlands and
Stoke on Trent. Unfortunately the service was one of
the first victims of the coalition government’s budget
saving measures and ceased operation at the end of
August 2010.

Volunteers
The Charity is grateful for the valuable contribution
to its work made voluntarily. This includes not only
traditional volunteers but those who have
undertaken placements as part of a work experience
or apprentice scheme.

The RIES mentoring service added much to the
debate on public benefit and the Big Society concept.
The benefits to the public were that the service
enabled substantial changes to the lives of those who
are isolated and marginalised. Those who
volunteered their time were excellent role models for
the Big Society in action.

At the start of April 2010 we had a strong team of 65
volunteers. Following the premature demised of the
mentoring service we currently have just 5
volunteers.
We acknowledge both Castle High and Holly Hall
Schools for pupils who have undertaken week-long
placements at CfED, also Dudley College,
Groundwork West Midlands and TBG Learning for
supplying us with apprentices across the year.

(b) Director’s review
In September 2010, trustees held an away day at
which a detailed review of the charity was
undertaken.
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In the review session trustees were surprised to
realise that the climate in which we operate had
not just shifted slightly but was taking giant stepsin some directions for the better and in others for
the worse. Our external facilitators helped us in
getting a better understanding of the “language of
the new government” to the need to reposition
the Charity.

together in order to extend the range of services
we are all able to offer.
(e) Quality Assurance
Following a year long preparation period, the
Charity was awarded the PQASSO Quality Mark at
level 1 in June 2010. PQASSO (Practical quality
assurance systems for small organisations) is the
award winning quality assurance system designed
for the third sector. PQASSO encompasses all
aspects of an organisation from governance
through to how we deliver services.

(c) Partnerships/ forums
The Charity has continued to be represented on
partnership bodies in our main area of influence –
Dudley; as well as in other areas across the Black
Country. Though fewer partnership opportunities,
than in previous years, we have continued our
representation on 9 external bodies.

Three months earlier we were awarded the
Mentoring and Befriending Foundation Approved
status. Both of these awards demonstrate
Trustee’s commitment to ensuring that the
Charity has a continuous approach to improving
the quality of the services we deliver.

Over the coming year resources may be stretched.
Nonetheless we are committed to continuing our
presence on all partnerships bodies and forums
and take the opportunity to influence decisions
that are been made.

Plans for 2011/2012
During 2011/12, subject to funding, we will be
launching at least 2 new programmes while
working towards being more innovative in how
we deliver activities such as Refugee Week and
Holocaust Memorial Day.

(d) Improving frontline Civil Society organisations
consultation
Trustees were proud to have approval of
comments we made to the Government’s
consultation exercise. Although there was a
feeling that the Government had already made up
its mind about what it requires from Civil Society
organisations our comments were practical,
realistic and focused primarily on the black Asian
& minority ethnic (BAME) voluntary sector.

One new programme already scheduled to begin
in the autumn will be that of financial inclusion.
The Charity has already secured some funding to
organise workshops on basic facts about
managing money.
The Charity is also looking forward to expanding
its joint working with the Dudley Walsall Mental
Health Partnership on the Walsall Well-Being
Project, a project that will enable more people
from BAME communities to be more aware of

We informed the Government of the need to have
funding regimes that guarantees funding for core
cost, a bursary scheme that’s connected to being
able to access specialist expertise such as human
resources management ( HRM) and the need for
infrastructure providers to work much more

Continued on page 8
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Chief Executive’s
report
Chief Executive’s
report

T

almost dried up and no strategy or framework exists
to deal with many pressing social and economic
issues that confront us.

he year 2010/11 after a promising start, ended
on a confusing and uncertain note. The year
was full of contradictions, unprecedented
difficulties and challenges, unseen in the history of
CfED.

Most annual reports from third sector organisations
this year will mention the increasing difficulties in
delivering crucial services, when anticipated funding
reductions are beginning to affect budgets. Will we
have the financial and human resources to cope with
expected demand from the public in the coming
year? This of course is the million dollar question that
is pondered across our sector. At CfED we are already
seeing signs of an increase in employment cases due
to employers reducing staffing levels, increase in
racial harassment/hate crime and those being made
redundant likely to face serious financial difficulties.

Before the end of the first quarter we were faced
with the premature closure of the RIES mentoring
service, a service dedicated to the mentoring of
refugees.
After reorganisation of the service the previous
September it looked as if all agreed targets would be
met. In April 2010 the United Kingdom Border Agency
(UKBA) without any discussion changed the rules
regarding eligibility with the results of fewer
referrals, followed in June by the decision to
drastically reduce the overall Refugee Integration &
Employment Service (RIES) budget. This resulted in
the charity having to make two members of staff
redundant, but of course we are still feeling the
effects of a serious lost of income.

Each year seems challenging than the last, yet as a
charity we have continued to retain our core staff,
maintained strategic links with several local and
regional wide organisations and adapt to changing
environments. From day one, Directors and staff
have had great ambition for CfED. Although 2010/11
may not have been our greatest year to date as a
charity, we have continued to be of significant
benefit to the general public and also those whom
we serve directly.

One of several questions being asked by CfED and
organisations in a similar field are where do we go
from here? We are no longer represented at the
national or even regional levels, the Equality &
Human Rights Commission (EHRC) has placed us at
arms length and we continue to watch, race equality
slipping further and further down the equality
agenda. Funding for activities on race equality is

Kenneth Rodney
Chief Executive Officer
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Continued from page 6 - Trustee’s Report
mental health issues and their part in addressing
the imbalance tackling attached stigma and
discrimination.
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Service through Partnership

T

across the four delivery areas. The report which
followed the mapping exercise concluded that the
BME voluntary sector is a major provider of:

he charity is pleased to report that the Service
though Partnership project (StP) has continued
and is now nearing the end of its second year
of operation. Not without its setbacks and challenges
the project funded by the Big Lottery under its BASIS
2 project has seen much highs and lows throughout
the last year.

Luncheon clubs for over 50’s
Youth work service
Education of children
Advise and service to asylum seekers and
refugees
race equality

The project’s outcomes are:
By the end of the project 60 organisations will
have improved management systems, enabling
them to deliver services to local people more
effectively.

The report also concludes that there’s much we do
not know about the BME voluntary sector. For
example information is not available as to the
number of people actually employed in the sector,
nor do we have an accurate figure as to the total
revenue income.

50 Volunteers mentors matched with honorary
officers or chief staff to raise mentees aspirations
and confidence.

From the information collated the biggest challenges
facing the sector are:

The partnership to build a sustainable platform
for the continuation of peer mentoring.
150 Staff and trustees will have improved
business planning, leadership, management skills,
increasing their capacity to meet local needs and
deliver sustainable projects.

The need to access infrastructure support
continuously
Maintaining service for respective service users

Changes within the past year include a change of
partners in the Sandwell area and a revision of the
agreed delivery model.

The ability to cope with changing demands and
environment

One major piece of work undertaken by the StP was a
mapping exercise of the state of the BME sector

Sustainable funding

Monitoring and evaluation of services
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As the StP enters its third year of operation more
training courses will be delivered and the well
awaited mentoring programme will be rolled out
from September 2011.

Across the region although some BME voluntarily
sector organisations are flourishing, primarily due
to funding and support from local authorities and
Primary Care Trusts, the vast majority are
struggling without much external support and
funding. This is most apparent in Telford where
the local authority support is minimal and the
majority of organisations are solely dependent
on community funding activities and volunteers
support to survive.

We fully appreciate all the support received from
former and current partners, trustees and staff
within organisations that we are currently
engaged with.

“We need more of these sessions."
M Loan - Oldbury Muslim Welfare Association

"We need help with finding volunteers."
Mohammad Dar - Halesowen Asian Elderly Association

"A step in the right direction."
Parpinder Dhatt - Sandwell Asian Family Support Service
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5 Estates Project

S

Netherton area and has led to the identification of
social issues. Theses door knocking sessions have
generated a massive interest from the migrant
communities toward the Project. Some of them have
joined their respective TRAs and are now taking part
in their committee meetings. Interestingly, others
have now became active members of the 5 Estates
Project Steering group which meet each month to
plan strategies activities which enhance community
cohesion.

tarted in January 2010 and initially labelled the
4-Estates project, CfED began working with
Tenants and Residents Associations (TRAs) in
Netherton, Saltwells, Darby End and Bowling Green
Estates of Dudley. The Arley & Compton Estate was
soon added renaming it the 5-Estates Project.
It is a 2 year programme, funded by the Barrow
Cadbury Trust which enables TRA members to
develop greater knowledge of the different cultural
groups in all 5 estates. The project activities are
designed to reduce tension, reduce social isolation of
migrant communities and encourage them to
participate in the local decision making processes.

The Big Clean ups created a sense of responsibility
and common purpose, while the social events have
led to bridges being built across people of social and
political divide.

Working in partnership with the 5 TRAs and umbrella
organisation Dudley Federation of Tenants and
Residents Associations (DFTRA), the project's many
initiatives have included a series of ‘big clean’ ups, a
Banner Theatre Show "We Share the Same Sky";
several celebratory events, a pre-Christmas seasonal
get together event and community awareness
sessions.

Promotional events such as the Banner Theatre
production “We share the same sky” have been real
eye openers as the negative portrayal and messages
aired about asylum seekers and refugees are realised
to be mostly false. Having an audience with the
Mayor of Dudley gave participants a real feel of the
local political system and process and heightened the
importance of participation as citizens living in the
Borough. This visit was organised in order to up skill
migrant community with the knowledge and the
understanding of the local political process. The
group of twelve were offered a conducted tour in the
Mayor’s chamber and were briefed about the history
of Dudley Council. The group were invited to ask the

Collectively all the activities of the project over the
last year have made a vital contribution towards
community cohesion at the grass roots level within
each and every estate and beyond. The times we
have been out door knocking has enabled us to
identify where migrant communities are within the
11

Mayor, Councillor Peter Miller, questions. They
also enjoyed tea with the Mayor at the end of
the visit.
The 3 community awareness events held has
enabled participants to explore potential ways
of engaging with migrants communities while
from the migrant communities point of view,
these sessions have increased their confidence,
hope and aspirations in living within respective
estates. Many of our beneficiaries have
experienced serious bouts of prejudice, racism
and discrimination while living here in the
Borough. Many of the migrants who are now
engaged with TRAs and other agencies believed
Dudley was not a ‘safe and peaceful place to
live work and visit’ prior to their engagement
with the project.

Ethnicity breakdown of participants in
project
Ethnicity

No.

White British

273

White Asian
Other Asian
Pakistani
Black African
Arabs
Indian
Other Arabs
Total

6
30
27
161
50
18
1
566

Summary of Activities - April 2010 to
March 2011
Activity

No.

Big Clean-up

8

General meetings
Door knocking/Leaflets
distribution

27
13

Community awareness &
training sessions

3

Community outreach and
community events

5

Total

56
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RIES Mentoring Service

F

several agencies causing the mentee more confusion,
stress and resentment. In our experience it was
found that on numerous occasions meetings
arranged with respective mentors fell by the wayside
as the mentee had the weight of reorganising his or
her life, sorting out benefits issues which all had to
take precedent over the process of mentoring. It had
not been an uncommon position to find that even
after a mentee was matched that they found
themselves either homeless or were still living in a
hostel. The situation was particularly poor for those
who were single males.

unded by the United Kingdom Border Agency
(UKBA) through the Refugee Council, the RIES
mentoring service had provided a standardised
service of integration support to new refugees. The
service was available to refugees living across the
Black Country, Birmingham, Stoke on Trent and
Coventry between October 2008 and August 2010,
when the service ended prematurely due to funding
cuts.
Mentoring is not always easy for either mentees or
mentors. However, from the mentees point of view
having just received refugee status, which in it self
may have been a long and very stressful process,
mentoring can add more stress as it is yet another
process of form filling and conversations with several
individuals. By the time a refugee was referred to us
for mentoring, he or she may have already been
passed from pillar to post. It was not uncommon for
someone on being granted status within 28 days to
have to find new accommodation, submit a claim for
benefit and begin liaising with a whole range of
public agencies.

“My refugee was a cheerful and
gutsy person despite her many
problems (including significant health
problems). She has been able to
claim some of her entitlements with
my help and has become more
confident”. (Mentor)
We also found that approximately 50% of mentees
were moving regularly from temporary housing to
another temporary housing situation which resulted
in being a challenge to our Co-ordinators in ensuring
contact remained with the service and respective
mentor. On the one hand it was during these difficult
times that the mentoring relationship became an
invaluable and timely support for the mentee.

“a useful programme getting to know
people who can support you during
otherwise difficult times” (Mentee)
For everyone in this position this period of time was
challenging and demanding and might have been
hindered by the absence of paperwork on the part of
13

The role of the Co-ordinators was always an
important aspect of the service in keeping the
integrity of the service going and the mentoring
relationships alive. This was achieved by
endeavouring that contact was made with every
match on a monthly basis in order to ascertain
progress towards goals as set out in the mentees
action plan. Construction of an action plan was
not always straight forward and had on occasions
proven problematic. Many mentees were unable
to identify exactly what they required even after
the stage of seeing an Employment Adviser.
However, as always and even in situation of
uncertainty, the mentor was willing to sit and
listen.

“It had been a good experience and we
had a good working relationship. I think
my role was mainly to do with listening
and giving support and encouragement
whenever needed”. (Mentor)

A mentee when asked about the success of her
match said:
“I needed the match meetings because they
kept me checking my goals, they helped me
assess myself and steps I needed to take
proceed”
(Mentee)
At almost any stage, the relationship between
mentee and mentor could breakdown. From
feedback from mentors, arranging to meet was
frequently cited as a reason for experiencing
difficulties and there were many other potential
sources of difficulties as seen in table below. For
both mentee and mentor the relationship was one
that required considerable investment and trust.

“It is a nice feeling when a stranger
trusts you, and is willing to give their
time to you.”
(Mentee)
14

Main difficulties encountered by mentors

and a sugar cane farmer from Somalia nor would
an Eritrean lady and a student at Wolverhampton
University have discovered a shared passion for
clothes – meeting up to scour the Bullring in
Birmingham to try on the latest fashions. Each
match has been a small example of community
cohesion in action.
We are delighted knowing that the service had
been so valuable and that mentees have started
and completed educational courses and gained
valuable qualifications. A significant number had
also started work in a wide range of occupations
that will bring lasting benefits to families but also
to the country on a whole.
Skills had been gained by both mentees and
mentors and a great deal of learning had been
shared. Many mentors are now far more
knowledgeable, sympathetic and compassionate
around issues affecting refugees.

The many messages of support received directly
from service users and beneficiary organisations
over the life of the service have shown that a huge
amount of good work has been undertaken.
Mentoring may not have suited everyone for a
variety of reasons but the majority of participants
have had their lives and prospects improved from
taking part in the service. For the mentors, they
have learnt a lot, gained a wide range of skills and
met people that ordinarily they would never have
met. For example the MBA student at Warwick
would never have met the fisherman from Sudan.
The American lady and the Zimbabwean lady
would not have discovered a shared interest in
disaster management. The owner of an IT firm
would not have been there to share a young
Zimbabwean man’s first rugby game. A friendship
would not exist between a retired English lecturer

The RIES Mentoring Service also demonstrated
that positive interventions can be made that helps
to bring about fairly substantial changes in the
lives of those who are isolated and marginalised.
In terms of future development, mentoring on the
scale of the RIES Mentoring Service requires more
long term secured and guaranteed funding. To cut
short, by a period of 15 months, what was
planned as a 3 year programme has put at risk all
the good work that had been achieved and an
injustice to the time and effort spent in
establishing systems and processes to operate a
professional and quality service.
Both mentees and mentors have expressed their
disappointment in bringing to an end a service as
wonderful as this.
15

What others have said about us...
“Many thanks for hosting and making all the arrangements for the meeting last Thursday. It was very kind of you. The
feedback on the venue was very positive. It was also great to have the TRA people there. This gave an added
dimension to the meeting and showed the level of partnerships you have been able to create.” (Mike, Habits of
Solidarity)
“I have had a call from Mrs P. saying that Tesco have lifted the ban on her. She is extending her gratitude to you for
your support which is highly appreciated.”
“I enjoyed the get together at the Netherton Liberal Club. Great entertainment from the drummers and the quiz was
good.” (Michael, Participant)
“The most important thing was the opportunity for me to talk with someone and process things I have been
experiencing as I am adjusting to living here.” (Perpetina, RIES mentee)
“Having someone to talk to about things that were happening, positive and negative, without feeling judged, was
really positive.” (Winnie, RIES mentee)
“It has given me immense pleasure that I have been able to help Sayed in my own small way.” (Peter, RIES mentor)
“The course refreshed my knowledge in regard to the function and process of supervision.” (Partipant, StP Supervision
training course)
“I am now more confident in filling in funding applications for the Community groups that I work with.” (Tracy, Stp Bid
writing course)
“Empowering and encouraging.” (Community Development Worker, Induction session facilitated by CfED)
“Motivational - it was nice to see some of the community groups out there.” (Community Development Worker,
Induction session facilitated by CfED)
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Racial Harassment

T

he Charity has successfully maintained a
service level agreement (SLA) with the Safer
Wolverhampton Partnership for a
caseworker to support victims of racial
harassment.

The Safer Wolverhampton Partnership has also
produced a community safety advice booklet to
help residents become more self aware and avoid
being a victim of crime with a section relating
specifically to racial harassment.

Priorities for the year were
a reduction in repeat victimisation
increase in reporting and recording
increase in offenders brought to justice
Throughout the year our caseworker has worked
towards achieving established priorities by
working with the local police and other agenciesparticularly in hot spots areas.
Our caseworker has ensured that the issue of hate
crime and racial harassment remains in the
forefront of the communities’ mind. Information
has been posted to the Safer Wolverhampton
Partnership website. There has been an increase
in the number of reporting centres across the City
to fifteen and many more leaflets have been
distributed than in previous years.
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Case study
A family who suffered from harassment over a period of 18 months from their next
door neighbour received continuous support from CfED’s case worker who acted as
liaison between a multi – agency group consisting of the police, the local
neighbourhood partnership, staff from the Anti Social Behavioural and
Wolverhampton Homes.
Outcome: The family now has the benefits of a various range of security equipment
enhancing the collection of evidence required to bring the perpetrator(s) to court.

There has been a total of 11 new cases of which
some of these have been rather complex as
several parties may have been involved. Of these
11 new cases 9 clients have received general 1-to1 support with advice and guidance while, due to
the complexity of cases 4 clients have received
support which included support in compiling
correspondence, collation of evidence and other
documents for court hearings.
The Safer Wolverhampton Partnerships while
pleased with the service being delivered are
currently determining its strategic priorities for
the coming year. It appears that in the future
service delivered will be more geared towards the
wider ‘hate crime’ agenda, an agenda in which we
fully support.
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Financial Financial
Review Review

Income & Expenditure Account for the Year Ended 31 March 2011
Year Ended 31
March 2010

Year Ended 31 March 2011
Unrestricted Restricted
Total
Funds
Funds
Funds
Notes

£

£

Total
Funds
£

£

Incoming resources
Incoming resources from generated funds:
Investment Income – Bank Interest
Incoming resources from Charitable Activities:
Income from Fees & Charges
Grants including Service Level
Agreements

69

0

69

58

2

38,361

0

38,361

28,674

3

81,700

170,657

252,357

254,948

120,130

170,657

290,787

283,680

118,155
1,981

133,810
0

251,965
1,981

271,719
1,825

120,136

133,810

253,946

273,544

Total incoming resources
Resources expended
Charitable Activities
Governance Costs
Total resources expended

4
4
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Net (outgoing) / incoming
resources before transfers

Transfers between funds

5

Net movement of funds in period

(6)

36,847

36,841

10,136

3,872

(3,872)

0

0

3,866

32,975

36,841

10,136

Fund balances brought forward

14

27,041

18,927

45,968

35,832

Fund balances carried forward

14

30,907

51,902

82,809

45,968

The above Income & Expenditure Account is an extract from the Annual Report & Accounts for the year ended
31 March 2011 which have been filed with Companies House and the Charity Commission. A copy is available
upon request by writing to The Chief Executive, The Centre for Equality & Diversity, 16a Stone Street, Dudley,
West Midlands, DY1 1NS. The accounts are also available to download in PDF format from the Charity
Commission website www.charitycommission.gov.uk by entering our charity number 1114821 under “Search for
a Charity”.
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Dudley Voices for Choice

Trinity Training Services

Ellowes Hall Sports College

UK Islamic Mission

Fens Pool Voluntary Association

Wallbrook Primary School

Hospital & Prison Action Network

The Brier School
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